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QUANTUM SOUP ANNOUNCE DEBUT GAME, TALESINGER 
TT Games veterans reveal story-driven RPG with musical challenges 

 

 

Carrog, Wales - February 20th, 2017 - Quantum Soup announce their debut game TALESINGER: 

Voice of the Dragon , a narrative RPG featuring an adaptive music mechanic, for PC & consoles. Set 

in the mountains of Iron Age Wales, TALESINGER casts you as apprentice bard Gwen, tasked with 

uniting the disparate Celtic tribes against the invading Romans. 

 

“We love role-playing games,” said Managing Director Chris Payne, “but we often find that 

grinding through waves of monsters to level up gets in the way of the story. In 

TALESINGER we’ve made crafting stories the primary game mechanic.” 

 

In TALESINGER, story is your weapon. Use your songs to manipulate your audience’s emotions. 

Explore villages nestled in the Welsh valleys and rain-lashed hill forts. Talk to the Celts, discover 

their stories, and plant the seeds of yours. Then, as villagers gather around the fire, choose and 

perform just the right song to shame or inspire their chieftain into action. 

 

TALESINGER will be fully performance-captured in English and Welsh at launch in late 2017. 

 

For more information:  http://www.talesinger.com 

 

Quantum Soup Studios was founded by veteran TT Games developers Ralph Ferneyhough and 

Chris Payne, in partnership with S4C. Both directors have over 20 years of industry experience, are 

BAFTA members and co-founders of Games Wales North. The studio will develop original IP for 

multiple platforms. 

 

S4C is the only Welsh language television channel in the world, broadcasting 115 hours of 

programming each week across a range of platforms. S4C's online services include the s4c.cymru 

website and a range of free apps which allow viewers to watch and interact with programmes. 
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